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KIB awarded ‘Best Sharia-compliant 
Bank in MENA’ by Capital Finance 

TOKYO: Nissan’s alliance with France’s Renault is not in
danger “at all”, the Japanese automaker’s CEO told AFP
yesterday, despite tensions exposed by the arrest of the
partnership’s chief Carlos Ghosn.

In an interview, Hiroto Saikawa brushed aside sug-
gestions that the alliance, which also includes Mitsubishi
Motors, had been damaged by the aftermath of Ghosn’s
arrest for alleged financial misconduct. “I don’t think it’s
in danger at all,” he said.

He declined to comment directly on the case against
Ghosn, who will appear in court Tuesday to hear an
explanation of his ongoing detention. “This is a process
of the Japanese system, so I have nothing to say,”
Saikawa said. “I just want to focus on stabilizing the
company.”

Ghosn’s arrest rocked the auto industry and exposed
rifts in the three-firm alliance that he forged, particularly
between Nissan and Renault. Nissan and Mitsubishi
Motors swiftly removed Ghosn from his leadership posi-
tions after his arrest, with Saikawa even referring to the
“dark side” of his former mentor’s tenure.

But Renault has kept Ghosn on as CEO, and the
French firm has repeatedly urged Nissan to call a share-
holder meeting, reportedly seeking to bolster its repre-
sentation on the company’s board.

Officials at both companies have also complained
about a breakdown in communication in the wake of the
arrest. But despite the apparent tensions, Saikawa said
he was communicating with Renault on a “day-to-day”
basis and “alliance work is going well”.

“The core, the value, of the alliance itself is coming
from the day-to-day work,” he added. “This work, this
energy, this direction of activities are not at all affected.”

‘Ready to accept fundamental change’ 
But in an indication of one of the issues underlying

the tensions, Saikawa suggested that the current distri-
bution of shares in the partnership could be up for rene-
gotiation. Renault is currently the dominant partner in
the alliance, holding 43 percent of Nissan’s shares, while
the Japanese firm holds only a 15 percent stake in
Renault and has no voting rights. While the alliance as a
whole is the world’s top-selling car company, Nissan
outsells its French counterpart.

There have been rumors that before his arrest, Ghosn
was moving towards consolidating the alliance, despite
growing resentment in Nissan about the partnership’s
existing framework.

“Currently, we don’t have to change anything, but
maybe in the future,” he said. “Can we say this current
credo is stable or sustainable? We may have to review
it. This is the kind of homework for (the) current genera-
tion’s leaders, before handing over to next generations.
We need to work on it.”

Ghosn faces allegations including under-reporting
his compensation, attempting to shift investment losses
onto Nissan’s books, and using company funds to repay
a friend who put up collateral for him.

He denies the allegations, and is expected to make his
first public statement since his arrest when he appears
in a Tokyo court today.

Nissan says the alleged financial misconduct came to
light through a company whistleblower, which then
prompted a full-blown investigation. In the wake of the
case, and Ghosn’s removal as chairman, Nissan has
launched a wide-ranging review of its governance.

The firm itself faces charges for submitting falsified
documents in one of the cases involving the alleged
under-reporting of Ghosn’s salary. Saikawa said he
expected the review to produce “deep and wide recom-
mendations”. “I am ready to accept fundamental
change,” he added, speaking on the sidelines of the New
Year’s gathering organized by Japan’s Keidanren busi-
ness lobby.

He said the review could result in an enhanced role
for independent directors, and possibly a change in the
make-up of Nissan’s board. — AFP 
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KIB aims at becoming the Islamic bank of choice in Kuwait: Sheikh Jarrah
KUWAIT: For the fourth consecutive year and in recog-
nition of its commitment to providing exceptional
Islamic banking services, KIB received the ‘Best Sharia-
compliant Bank in MENA’ award by Capital Finance
International (CFI.co); an organization specializing in
the finance and banking sectors.

KIB received this award based on the result of a
judging panel, which included a group of professional
editors. Accordingly, the Bank was chosen for its out-
standing performance in the Islamic banking sector,
continued growth trajectory, strong financial position,
as well as its commitment to complying with Islamic
finance practices and principles. The Bank was judged

against several key criteria,
namely financial perform-
ance, risk management,
corporate governance, cus-
tomer service, innovation,
corporate social responsi-
bility, market leadership,
transparency, response to
market demands, and
strength of nominations.

On this occasion,
Chairman of KIB, Sheikh
Mohammad Jarrah Al-

Sabah congratulated KIB staff for winning this pres-
tigious award, saying: “KIB is revamping older busi-
ness models to provide for more modern, sophisti-
cated sharia-compliant banking services. As always,
the Bank continues to harness its decades-long
expertise to meet the diverse needs of the local mar-
ket through its comprehensive suite of sharia-com-
pliant banking offerings.”

Al-Jarrah also pointed out that KIB aims at becom-
ing the Islamic bank of choice in Kuwait by implement-
ing three main pillars: improving customer service by
focusing on technology and enhancing digital services,
expanding services for corporate banking and SMEs, as

well as enriching its experience by continuing to pro-
vide comprehensive real estate services to customers.

It is worth noting that CFI.co, one of the most promi-
nent organizations in London, is an independent global
evaluating body specialized in the banking and finance
sectors. The organization holds some of the most
important events across the globe, dedicated to honor-
ing individuals and institutions that have showcased the
highest standards of innovation and excellence in the
global financial sector. Additionally, CFI.co sheds light
on leading institutions in specialized fields that have
demonstrated remarkable performance amidst chal-
lenges facing the financial sector.

Sheikh Mohammad
Jarrah Al-Sabah

Infiniti Al-Babtain 
impresses crowds 
with new Infiniti 
models at Al-Murouj
KUWAIT: Abdulmohsen Abdulaziz Al-Babtain Co (AABC),
the authorized dealer for Infiniti vehicles in the State of
Kuwait recently demonstrated the unique features that
accompany its new premium INFINITI range, the QX50,
QX80 and Q30. Visitors engaged and experienced the
models high quality performance blended with aesthetic
world class interiors at one of Kuwait’s famous lifestyle
destinations, Al-Murouj.

The new INFINITI QX50 is the world’s first variable
compression ratio engine in a production vehicle which
was created to fully meet the needs of today’s premium car
buyers and to deliver on their desire to own the latest
masterpiece of technology. The VC-Turbo engine delivers
the strong and convincing performance of a V6 and the
fuel economy of a 4-cylinder engine - transforming on
demand and based on the input of the drivers. Instantly
adapting to their needs, the VC-Turbo lets them harness
the exhilarating performance of 268 hp and 380 nm at
4,400 rpm of torque.

The QX50 appeals to buyers who require the unique
combination of interior space, power, efficiency, hand-
crafted quality, and modern design, along with effortless
on-road performance.

Exemplifying INFINITI’s presence in the luxury SUV
segment, the INFINITI QX80 takes INFINITI’s ‘Powerful

Elegance’ design language in a bold new direction and
come with a taut yet comfort-oriented suspension, and
ample performance from its 5.6-liter V8 engine. The flag-
ship SUV model has been created to meet the needs of
today’s luxury car buyers, and introduces a more modern
interpretation of upscale luxury to the full-size SUV seg-
ment. It will appeal to a buyer that wants for nothing:
affluent, high-achieving entrepreneurs and business lead-
ers, often with families, who demand space and utility,
hand-crafted quality and modern design, and effortless
on-road performance. The QX80 has a refined and spa-
cious cabin that features high-quality materials, a hand-
crafted finish and advanced drive-assist technologies. 

The Q30 which is Infiniti’s signature design is a premi-
um compact vehicle that is popular among the younger
drivers. Q30 comes with a double-arch grille with a unique
3D mesh and is powered by 1.6L or 2.0L Turbo engines in
a 2WD configuration. For enthusiasts, the 2.0L Turbo is
also offered with an optional AWD drivetrain. The 2.0L
Turbo engine is a power-horse as it delivers 208hp and
350Nm torque. At peak performance, the INFINITI Q30
blasts from 0-to-100kph in 7.3 seconds.

Infiniti Al-Babtain encourages its customers to con-
tinue exploring the advantages of its best in class models
in Kuwait by visiting the designated showroom located
in Al-Rai. 

In this file photo, Nissan Carlos Ghosn attends a press
conference at the Beijing Auto Show in Beijing. — AFP

MENA equities
performed well
in December
KUWAIT: Despite the slide in oil prices
and the global turmoil in financial markets,
MENA equities performed fairly well dur-
ing the last month of the year. The S&P
GCC Composite was up 0.83 percent
bringing its full year advance to 11.47 per-
cent supported by a robust performance in
Saudi Arabia, Abu Dhabi, and Qatar. The
Tadawul All Share Index advanced 8.31
percent for the year after adding 1.61 per-
cent in December, while Abu Dhabi’s ADX
General Index finished the year with a pos-
itive 11.75 percent after advancing 3.04
percent in December. The biggest gainer,
however, remains the Qatar Exchange
Index which declined marginally in
December by 0.63 percent but managed to
close the year up 20.83 percent. 

Boursa Kuwait All Share Index was
down slightly by 0.58 percent closing its
first year up 1.59 percent. Dubai and Oman
were the only negative performers in the
GCC with the DFM General Index down 25
percent for 2018 and the Muscat Securities
Market Index down 15.21 percent. In the
broader MENA region, the S&P Pan Arab
Index was up 0.65 percent for December
and 6.16 percent for the year, while Egypt’s
EGX 30 was down by 2.13 percent bring-
ing its full year performance for 2018 to a
negative 13.21 percent. 

Global markets
The volatility which characterized the

fourth quarter of 2018 intensified during
the last month of the year and the market
sell-off continued well into the end of
December. Fears of a global economic
slowdown fueled by trade tensions, in
addition to decelerating growth in the US
in the middle of a Fed tightening cycle took
their toll on global markets during the last
few months of the year. 

The MSCI All Countries World Index
lost more than 7 percent during December
to bring its full year decline to 11.2 percent
while the MSCI EM closed the year down
16.64 percent after shedding 2.92 percent
in December. Major US indices managed
to end the year down in single digits after a
record 5 percent rebound on December 26
that saw the Dow gain more than a thou-
sand points in a single day. The S&P 500
was down 9.18 percent in December to
close the year at a negative 6.24 percent,
while the Dow Jones Industrial Average
lost 8.66 percent in the last month of the
year closing 2018 down 5.63 percent. Both
indices had a total drawdown of 19.8 per-
cent and 18.8 percent peak to trough in the
fourth quarter. Treasury yields, on the oth-
er hand, continued their reversal that start-

ed at the beginning of November with the
10-year bonds closing the year at 2.69 per-
cent down from 3.25 percent in early
November. Industrial activity continued to
trend down in December as the ISM
Manufacturing PMI dropped to 54.1 from
59.3 in the previous month and missed
estimates of a decline to 57.9. The Fed’s
preferred measure of inflation, Personal
Consumption Expenditures declined to 1.8
percent year-on-year in November com-
pared to a peak of 2.3 percent in August. 

Europe markets
The Stoxx Europe 600 Index declined

by 5.55 percent during December bring-
ing its losses for the full year to 13.24 per-
cent. Major European markets saw major
declines last month with the French
CAC40 down 5.46 percent and he
German DAX 6.20 percent resulting in full
year losses of 10.95 percent and 18.26
percent respectively. European third
quarter GDP was revised down to 1.6 per-
cent from 1.7 percent in December. The
Market Manufacturing PMI declined to
51.4 from 51.8 in November, while the
Market Services PMI registered 51.4 in
December compared to 53.4 the previous
month. Consumer confidence continue to
decline recording -6.2, significantly
undershooting consensus of -4.2 and last
month’s level of -3.9. 

With mounting anxiety that the UK
might be forced to exit the EU with no
deal, UK equities extended their losses
with the FTSE 100 down 3.61 percent in
December and 12.48 percent for 2018. The
Market manufacturing PMI increased to
54.2 from 53.1 last month despite
prospects of a no-deal Brexit. This
increase in manufacturing activity was
interpreted as temporary and resulting
from front-loading ahead of Brexit.
Consumer confidence continued to slide
with the Gfk Consumer Confidence Index
retreating to -14 in December compared to
-13 in November. 

Japan markets
After a brief breather in November,

Japan’s Nikkei 225 dived 10.45 percent in
December to close the year down 12.08
percent after losing 17 percent during the
fourth quarter. Third quarter annualized
GDP declined by 2.5 percent against esti-
mates of a decline of 1.9 percent while the
GDP deflator recorded -0.3 percent for the
same period. The preliminary reading of
the Nikkei manufacturing PMI showed a
slight advance to 52.4 in December com-
pared to a 52.2 reading during the previous

month. Unemployment continued its
advance higher registering 2.5 percent in
November compared to 2.4 percent and
2.3 percent for the previous two months. 

Emerging markets
Despite the negative performance,

emerging markets managed to outperform
global equities during December. The
MSCI EM Index declined by 2.92 percent
closing the year with a total loss of 16.64
percent. Major emerging markets indices
declined during the month, but the declines
were relatively mild compared to global
peers. MSCI Asia ex-Japan was down 2.93
percent, while the Russia Stock Exchange
was down 1.42 percent and India’s NIFTY
50 and Taiwan Stock Exchange closed

down 0.13 percent and 1.62 percent
respectively. 

Oil markets
Oil rebounded from the year lows with

Brent bouncing off the $50/bbl. mark in
late December after data showed OPEC
output plunging by 530,000 barrels a day
in December, even before the deal to curb
output came into effect in January. The
decline in output was the result of planned
cuts by Saudi Arabia and unintentional cut-
backs from Libya and Iran. Libyan output
was down 110,000 barrels as violent
demonstrators put the country’s biggest oil
field, Sahara, offline, while Iran’s output
was down 120,000 barrels a day due to
sanctions. 

UK new car
sales slump
ahead of Brexit 
‘existential  threat’
LONDON: British new car sales in 2018
fell at their fastest rate since the global
financial crisis a decade ago, hit by the
collapse in demand for diesel, as the
industry body warned of the existential
threat to the sector posed by Brexit.
Registrations dropped 6.8 percent last
year to 2.37 million vehicles, the largest
fall since sales nosedived 11.3 percent in
2008, according to data from the
Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders (SMMT) showed.

A nearly 30 percent drop in demand
for diesel was the most significant factor
in the decline. Diesel has been pummeled
since the Volkswagen emissions cheating
scandal of 2015, prompting a crackdown
and higher levies. But the industry also
warned that Britain’s departure from the
European Union due at the end of March
risks the future of a sector which employs
over 850,000 people and has been one
of Britain’s few manufacturing success
stories since the 1980s. “It’s still hard to

see any upside to Brexit,” said SMMT
Chief Executive Mike Hawes. “Everyone
recognizes that Brexit is an existential
threat to the UK automotive industry and
we hope a practical solution will prevail,”
he said, calling for lawmakers to back
Prime Minister Theresa May’s deal to
guarantee a transition period.

Britain, the world’s fifth largest econ-
omy, is due to leave the globe’s biggest
trading bloc in just over 80 days with
May’s agreement looking set to be voted
down, leading to a possible no deal
Brexit and the imposition of tariffs and
customs checks.

Investment looks very likely to have
fallen in 2018, the SMMT said, and sales
this year are forecast to drop again as
the industry body warned a no-deal
Brexit would hit jobs.

“You’re not going to see immediate
closure of plants but what you could see
is a reduction in production volumes and
certainly, these are often international
companies who have alternatives,” said
Hawes. After record highs in 2015 and
2016, sales fell in 2017 and some ana-
lysts see car demand as a leading indica-
tor which could be a harbinger for future
economic performance. Britain’s econo-
my slowed to a crawl at the end of 2018,
the housing market is stalling and lend-
ing to consumers growing at its slowest
pace in nearly four years, according to
data released on Friday. — Reuters


